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Avian plumage colours are model traits in understanding the evolution of sexually selected orna-
mental traits. Paradoxically, iridescent structural colours, probably the most dazzling of these
traits, remain the most poorly understood. Though some data suggest that expression of bright
iridescent plumage colours produced by highly ordered arrays of melanosomes and keratin is
condition-dependent, almost nothing is known of their ontogeny and thus of any develop-
mental mechanisms that may be susceptible to perturbation. Here, we use light and electron
microscopy to compare the ontogeny of iridescent male and non-iridescent female feathers in
blue-black grassquits. Feather barbules of males contain a single layer of melanosomes bounded
by a thin layer of keratin-producing blue iridescent colour, while those of females contain dis-
organized melanosomes and no outer layer. We found that nanostructural organization of
male barbules occurs late in development, following death of the barbule cell, and is thus unli-
kely to be under direct cellular control, contrary to previous suggestions. Rather, organization
appears to be caused by entropically driven self-assembly through depletion attraction forces
that pin melanosomes to the edge of barbule cells and to one another. These forces are probably
stronger in developing barbules of males than of females because their melanosomes are (i)
larger, (ii) more densely packed, and (iii) more homogeneously distributed owing to the more
consistent shape of barbules during keratinization. These data provide the first proposed devel-
opmental pathway for iridescent plumage colours, and suggest that any condition dependence
of iridescent barbules is likely driven by factors other than direct metabolic cost.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since Darwin [1], numerous models have been proposed
to explain the evolution of seemingly maladaptive
traits through the role they play in intraspecific sexual
contexts (reviewed in [2,3]). These models largely
posit that mating preferences—and hence differential
reproductive success—lead to an exaggeration of non-
combat-related ornamental traits like long tails and
colourful plumage. Honest signalling models have been
most heavily studied (but see [4]) and posit that orna-
mental traits are costly to produce or maintain, and thus
honestly convey information about their bearer.

Bird coloration is a model trait in the study of sexual
selection [2,5]. Feather colours can be classified as either
pigmentary, when resulting from selective absorption of
light at certain wavelengths by pigments, or structural,
when resulting from wavelength-dependent interference
of light interacting with nanostructurally organized
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biophotonic tissues [6]. Understanding the mechanistic
basis of colour production is essential to understanding
the evolution of colourful plumage, because different
mechanisms may vary in costliness of both production
and maintenance [7–9]. While carotenoid-based sexual
signals are now classic examples of condition-dependent
sexual selection, the cost (if any) of structural colours
is largely unknown. Iridescent structural colours in
feather barbules are produced by interference effects
from nanoscale arrangements of keratin, melanin (depos-
ited in specialized organelles called melanosomes) and air
[10]. When unorganized, these same materials (melano-
somes and keratin) produce non-iridescent black, brown
or grey colours [11–13]. Therefore, any differences in
ontogenetic cost between structural and pigmentary-
based feather colours should be caused by the processes
driving nanoscale organization.

It is thus surprising that, despite numerous stu-
dies examining both the condition-dependence and
sexual selection of structurally coloured traits in birds
This journal is q 2011 The Royal Society
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[7,14–18], their developmental mechanisms are still lar-
gely unknown. Only recently has a hypothesis for the
organization of non-iridescent spongy layers been pro-
posed [19,20]. No equivalent hypothesis has been
proposed to explain the arrangement of melanin in iri-
descent feathers [21]. Because variations as small as a
few nanometres can cause intraspecific variation in
colour [22], it is reasonable to hypothesize that irides-
cent structural colours will be condition-dependent
and signal developmental stability [7,23]. We can test
this hypothesis by investigating iridescent colour
ontogeny and identifying processes that may be physio-
logically costly or susceptible to perturbation.

We thus compared the development of iridescent and
non-iridescent barbules in blue-black grassquit (Volati-
nia jacarina) feathers. These birds are ideal for this
study because (i) they are sexually dichromatic, allow-
ing us to directly compare the development of the two
colours in the same species, (ii) the mechanism-produ-
cing iridescent colour in males has been previously
described [24], and (iii) the iridescent nuptial plumage
appears to be sexually selected [25,26], and condition-
dependent [27,28]. By comparing male and female
blue-black grassquit feather development, we hypoth-
esize an ontogenetic pathway for the formation of the
organized nanostructures responsible for iridescent
colour production.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

To induce feather moult, we plucked mantle feathers
from 10 male and six female captive blue-black grassquits
(for details on housing of captive birds, see [29]). Using
forceps, we collected developing feathers erupting from
the skin every other day for 10 days. Developing feathers
were fixed overnight in 4 per cent glutaraldehyde in
0.1 M phosphate buffer solution, and then rinsed
in phosphate buffer and post-fixed in 2 per cent OsO4
in buffer for 90 min. Samples were then rinsed three
times in distilled water, dehydrated and embedded in
Spurr resin following standard protocol (outlined in [24]).

To visualize developmental patterns, we cut thick sec-
tions (approx. 0.7–1 mm) for light microscopy and thin
sections (approx. 100–200 nm) for transmission electron
microscopy at 1 mm intervals from the follicle base to its
tip (i.e. from the least- to most-developed regions). Thick
sections were placed on glass slides and stained with 1
per cent toluidine blue, and thin sections were collected
using oval-slit carbon and formvar-coated copper grids
in duplicate, and either stained with Reynold’s lead
citrate [30] or kept unstained.

We examined thick sections on an optical microscope
(Leica DM 2500), and thin sections on a JEOL JEM-
1230 transmission electron microscope operating at
120 kV. Initial observations revealed that samples col-
lected eight days after moult induction showed
complete sequences of feather development, so we
focused on these for the remainder of the work.
3. RESULTS

Results are organized by similarities and differences
between males and females at each developmental stage.
J. R. Soc. Interface (2012)
3.1. 0 mm (ramogenic collar)

At this stage, feather development is similar in both
sexes, with no evident distinctions. Barb ridges and bar-
bule plates are barely evident. Keratinocytes are not
fully differentiated and do not form clear ridges, are
mostly unpigmented and are sometimes still mitotic
(figure 1a,b). Melanocytes, and in some cases their
dendrytic expansions, can be seen in the epidermal folds
(figure 1a,c) and connected to keratinocytes (figure 1d).
Several organelles, including endoplasmatic reticula and
melanosomes in various stages of development can be
seen in these expansions (figure 1c).

3.2. 1 mm

3.2.1. Similarities
Barbule ridges are differentiated, and barbules contain
unorganized melanosomes (figure 2a,d). Nuclei are
large and nucleoli are clearly identifiable, indicating
active transcription and metabolism [31].

3.2.2. Differences
While melanosomes are scarce in female barbules, they
occupy close to the entire barbule volume in males.
Furthermore, the right-arm barbule plate of each barb
ridge is more heavily pigmented than the left in females,
but not in males (see figure 4a,b).

3.3. 2 mm

3.3.1. Similarities
Clumps of heterochromatin are seen on nuclei walls, indi-
cating the reduction in nuclear activity that precedes cell
necrosis (indicated by arrows in figure 2b,e). The cyto-
plasm of cells is very heterogeneous at this stage, as a
consequence of small electron-dense keratin bundles form-
ing and phase-separating from the cytoplasm, indicating
initial stages of barbule keratinization (figure 2c,f). Elec-
tron-pale vesicules (evident in figure 2f ), possibly lipidic
bodies from the deterioration of cellular organelles
[32,33] or cytoplasmatic ‘voids’ formed during initial ker-
atinization [20], can be seen in both male and female
barbules. Melanosomes remain unordered and are found
in the unkeratinized cytoplasm.

3.3.2. Differences
Barbule shape is clearly dimorphic at this stage. In
females, the internal side of barbules (relative to the
barb ridge) is reduced in size, while male barbules main-
tain their elliptical shape (figure 2b,e). In females, the
nucleus is shifted towards the outer edge of the barb
ridge while in males, the nucleus is at approximately
the centre of the barbule (figure 2b,e).

3.4. 3 mm

3.4.1. Similarities
Large and electron-dense sheets of keratin are visible in
barbules of both sexes as keratin increases in molecular
weight and further phase separates from the cytoplasm.
Melanosomes mostly occupy pockets of cytoplasm, which
are now much smaller and scattered, except towards the
edges and around nuclei (figure 3a,b,d,e). Nuclei at this
stage are reduced in size and are highly heterochromatic
(arrows in figure 3b,e).
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Figure 1. Blue-black grassquit feathers early in development (0 mm, ramogenic collar). (a) Developing male barbules within the
barb ridge (scale bar, 10mm). Keratinocytes are undifferentiated and not organized in rows (barbule plates); melanocytes and
melanocyte expansions (m) can be seen. (b) Female keratinocyte showing melanosomes (dark spots) and the large nucleus (n)
(scale bar, 2 mm). (c) Female melanocyte with developing melanin granules; endoplasmatic reticulum (er) and mitochondria
(mt) can be seen at the nucleus (n) edge (scale bar, 1mm). (d) Female melanocyte expansion (m) with a fused membrane
(arrow) to a barbule keratinocyte (k), for transfer of melanosomes (scale bar, 1mm).
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3.4.2. Differences
While female barbules are ‘arrowhead’-shaped (wider on
the outer side relative to the inner side; [33]), male bar-
bules retain their elliptical shape (figures 3a,d and
4b,d). In females, most melanosomes are haphazardly
scattered and trapped between keratin sheets in the cen-
tral portion of barbules, but in males, they are bundled
together and pushed towards the edge of the barbule
cells along with most of the unkeratinized cytoplasm.

3.5. 4 mm:

3.5.1. Similarities
Barbules are almost fully developed (figure 3c,f). Nuclei
are either fully pyknoctic or fragmented. Shaft and sup-
portive cells that surround the barb ridges also show
late stages of degradation.
J. R. Soc. Interface (2012)
3.5.2. Differences
In females, keratin is mostly polymerized and
homogeneous, while in males, areas of slightly lower
density, coincident with high concentration of mela-
nosomes, are visible near the edges of barbules
(figure 3c,f). These form the layer bounding the thin
keratin cortex around the barbule edge that is res-
ponsible for producing iridescent colour in males.
Melanosomes remain unorganized in females, but are
found in greater densities around the edge of the
degrading nucleus.
4. DISCUSSION

Comparisons of barbule development indicate dramatic
differences between male and female blue-black
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Figure 2. Male (a–c) and (d–f) female blue-black grassquit feather barbules at intermediate stages of development. (a) Male
barbules at 1 mm from the base of the developing feather. Melanosomes (dark spots) fill up most of the barbule volume that
is not occupied by the nucleus. (b) Male barbule at 2 mm from the base of the developing feather. Barbule can be seen to elongate
laterally, and some heterochromatin (arrow) can be seen at the nucleus edge. (c) Close-up: electron-dense keratin filaments can be
seen being formed and phase-separating from the electron-pale cytoplasm. (d) Female barbule at 1 mm from the base of the
developing feather, with similar pattern to male barbule, but with considerably fewer and smaller melanosomes. (e) Female bar-
bule at 2 mm from the base of the developing feather, also with a heterochromatic nucleus (arrow). ( f ) Close-up: keratin
filaments can also be seen, as well as large electron-pale vacuoles (exemplified by an asterisk), possibly of lipidic content.
Scale bars (a,b,d,e), 2mm; (c,f), 500 nm.
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grassquits that allowed us to develop, for the first time,
a hypothesized ontogenetic pathway for iridescent
feathers. We found no evidence of active cellular pro-
cesses guiding placement of melanosomes. Indeed,
J. R. Soc. Interface (2012)
most of the organizational steps we observed took
place following the death of the barbule cell. This
leads us to hypothesize that nanostructural arrange-
ment occurs through self-assembly processes.
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Figure 3. Late-development (a–c) male and (d–f) female blue-black grassquit feather barbules. (a) Male barbule at 3 mm from
the base of the developing feather. Large electron-dense bundles of keratin can be seen, and melanosomes (dark spots) are con-
centrated around the edges of the barbule. (b) Close-up: electron-pale areas can be seen in between melanosomes, as a result of
their exclusion areas. Nucleus is small and heavily heterochromatic (arrows). (c) Male barbule at 4 mm from the base of the devel-
oping feather, mostly keratinized and with a small, electron-dense nucleus. Supportive cells (s) around barbules are also
degenerated. (d) Female barbule at 3 mm from the base of the developing feather. As in males, large electron-dense bundles
of keratin can be seen. However, the ‘arrowhead’ shape of the barbule and unorganized melanosomes contrast with the ovoid
shape and organized melanosomes of the male. (e) Close-up of (d), illustrating as in males the electron lucent areas between mel-
anosomes and the heterochromatin at the edge of the nucleus (arrows). (f) Female barbule at 4 mm from the base of the
developing feather; fully keratinized, nucleus no longer visible. Scale bars (a,c,d,f), 2mm; (b,e), 500 nm.
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In regenerating feathers, keratinization is a complex
process involving at least two chronologically separated
phases: the synthesis phase, where keratin molecules
are synthesized by ribosomes from free amino acids,
J. R. Soc. Interface (2012)
and the keratogenous (or transitional) phase, where
other cellular constituents are broken down and
large-scale polymerization follows a reduction in metab-
olism associated with cellular necrosis [34–36]. The
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Figure 4. Light microscopy of developing barb ridges of male
(a,b) and female (c,d) blue-black grassquits during early (a,c;
1 mm from the base of the developing feather) and late (b,d;
3 mm from the base) development (B: barb; bp: barbule
plates). During early development, there are contrasting pat-
terns of melanization of barbules, with (a) male barbules
being consistently heavily melanized, whereas (c) female bar-
bules are more melanized in the outer barbule plate (bp; left)
than the inner, and in both plates being less melanized than
male barbules. During late development, the difference in
shape of barbules is clearly visible, with (b) male barbules
being elliptical in cross section, and (d) female barbules
displaying an ‘arrowhead’ shape. Scale bars, 10mm.
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developmental steps that form the outer melanin layer
and the thin keratin cortex responsible for iridescent
colour production are only observed at these very last
stages of cellular differentiation (as also observed by [37]).
It is unlikely that direct metabolic processes are
active at these stages [33,38], and organization should
thus instead proceed through entropic, free-energy-
minimizing interactions, of which we suggest depletion
attraction [39] plays a fundamental role.

Though the emergence of organized systems through
increasing entropy may seem paradoxical, the Asakura–
Oosawa model of attraction forces resulting from osmotic
depletion have been extensively documented in colloidal
mixtures [40], and have been shown or suggested to play
critical roles in many biological processes [41–43]. In mix-
tures of hard (‘non-interacting’) particles and polymers
(in this case, melanosomes and keratin), the centre of
mass of the polymer cannot occupy an area of the par-
ticle’s surface equal to its own radius, creating an area of
excluded volume surrounding the particle. As the large
particles approach one another, these areas of excluded
volume overlap, resulting in a larger volume that can be
occupied by the polymer and therefore a loss of free
energy [44]. This overlap leads to the depletion of the poly-
mer in the gaps between particles, creating an osmotic
gradient that attracts particles to one another (figure 5a).
J. R. Soc. Interface (2012)
The range of these interactions is proportional to the
size of the polymer and their magnitude is proportio-
nal to its concentration; therefore, as polymerization
proceeds, the effect of depletion interactions on particle
arrangement constantly increases (figure 5b; [39,45–47]).
Furthermore, at vesicle walls, the overlap of particle and
wall-excluded volumes result in a free energy loss approxi-
mately twice that between two particles [40,48,49]. As a
consequence, the concentration of dilute polymers
necessary for attraction depletion forces is much lower,
potentially leading to the coexistence of an organized,
particle-rich phase near the walls and a polymer-rich
phase in the bulk (figure 5c; [44,50,51]).

We hypothesize that ontogeny of the nanostructural
organization of male blue-black grassquit barbules pro-
ceeds through self-assembly via depletion attraction
forces. Specifically, these forces pin melanosomes to the
cell wall and to each other, forming a stable homo-
geneous layer around the outer edge of male barbule
cells. Two critical differences between developing male
and female barbules should lead to greater and more con-
sistent depletion attraction forces, and hence self-
assembly, in males. First, the larger size and density of
male melanosomes increase their excluded volume over-
lap during keratinization and, assuming all other
properties are constant, the scale of depletion attraction
[52]. The small and sparsely distributed female melano-
somes should only form local and randomly dispersed
aggregates, which we indeed observe (figure 3).
Second, the uniform elliptical shape of male barbules
should lead to a more homogeneous range of interactions
between melanosomes and the cell wall than in female
barbules, resulting in a more discrete and consistent
layer formation. A rough, heterogeneously shaped
barbule surface would lead to local differences in inter-
action forces. For example, a particle in a concave
portion of the surface would have a greater exclusion
area overlap, as the curvature will provide a greater con-
tact area between the surface and the particle [48]; thus,
melanosomes would aggregate more densely and closer
to the surface in these portions, whereas the opposite
would occur in convex portions and invaginations.
Indeed, melanosomes in female barbules aggregate
around the degraded nucleus and also form larger aggre-
gates in the thinner portion of the barbule (where they
are locally more concentrated), suggesting weaker and
heterogeneously distributed depletion attraction forces.

The thin keratin film overlying the melanosome layer
in males may also be produced by these depletion inter-
actions. Given that melanosome diameter is orders of
magnitude larger than keratin units at initial stages,
keratin can occupy gaps between melanosomes and
the cell boundary [49]. As keratin polymerizes and
increases in molecular weight and fibre unit size, mela-
nosomes are attracted to the cell boundary, but can
only reach the edge where keratin is polymerized or is
forming longer bundles (figure 5b). The thickness of
this edge, and hence outer keratin layer (which largely
determines the colour of the feather), may thus be
determined by and negatively associated with both
the speed of keratinization and melanosome size.

This hypothesis makes clear, testable predictions that
can be explored in the future. For example, both a higher
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Figure 5. Schematic of depletion attraction forces during ker-
atinization of iridescent feather barbules. (a) keratin units
(grey circles) cannot occupy the excluded volume (dashed
lines) around melanosomes (black circles). When they are
close to one another or to the barbule edge, these exclusion
areas overlap (grey areas), resulting in a greater total
volume that can be occupied by keratin, and therefore in
less free energy in the system. Because difference in size
between melanosomes and keratin units is very large, keratin
can occupy gaps between melanosomes and the barbule edge.
Inset: since keratin cannot occupy the area between melano-
cytes, the difference in concentration of the area between
melanosomes and the rest of the system results in osmotic
pressure that draws solute from that area and back into the
system, resulting in an attractive force between particles. (b)
As keratin polymerizes and cross-links during keratinization,
the range and the strength of these forces increase, resulting
in even greater free energy loss from the packing of melano-
somes. Keratin units that were ‘trapped’ between
melanosomes and the barbule cell membrane also increase in
molecular weight, causing these regions to connect and form
the keratin thin layer, which will produce iridescence. (c)
The product of these interactions results in the formation of
a thin film of keratin overlaying a layer of melanosomes
when the feather is fully keratinized (as represented by the
homogeneous keratin grey area), characteristic of iridescent
feather barbules.
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concentration of keratin and faster keratinization would
facilitate depletion attraction of melanosomes, thereby
affecting nanostructural organization and feather
colour. Indeed, indirect evidence suggests that the
speed of nuptial plumage acquisition affects plumage
colour in male blue-black grassquits [13]. In addition,
because keratin is the main cytoskeleton protein in
keratinocytes [53,54], its concentration may also affect
their elliptical cross-sectional shape. We further predict
that barbules with thin-film iridescence should have a
greater volume fraction of melanosomes than non-
iridescent barbules, and this is supported by evidence
from a comparison of iridescent and non-iridescent bar-
bules from jungle crows (Corvus machrorhynchos; [55])
and population-level variation in the chestnut-bellied
monarch (Monarcha castaneiventris; [56]).

Finally, the interactions between depletion attraction
and other short-range forces (such as Coulombic forces)
may contribute to the diversity of iridescent structures.
The known morphological diversity in melanosome mor-
phology [57,58] should affect the strength of such
interactions. Furthermore, it is reasonable to expect
equivalent variation in surface charge (resulting from
the protein content on the membranes of these orga-
nelles), which may affect the relative intensity of
attraction depletion and short-range repulsion forces.
This in turn will influence transitions between organized
and unorganized patterns [43], as well as transitions
between the laminar aggregation of melanosomes found
here and the hexagonal packing found in other species
[10]. Finally, it will be interesting to evaluate how these
forces may integrate to produce multi-layer arrays of mel-
anosomes found in birds-of-paradise (Paradiseidae; [59]),
among other avian families [60]. Together, these con-
ditions provide the first testable set of predictions for
the development and evolution of thin-film iridescence
in feathers.
4.1. Sexual selection and the evolution of
iridescent plumage

Previous authors have suggested that the process of pre-
cise organization needed for iridescent structural
colours was physiologically costly and thus condition-
dependent [7,10,28]. Our data show that direct cellular
control of this process is unlikely and hence that it is not
energetically demanding, as has also been suggested for
non-iridescent structural colours in feathers [19,20].
However, the conditions needed for phase separation
kinetics may be strict and controlled [20,51,61]. Thus,
though the nanostructural organization per se emerges
through entropic interactions, the properties of the
system in which it occurs may indeed be subject to
developmental perturbations [23]. In other words,
though the direct organization of colour-producing
nanostructure under this scenario is not physiologically
demanding, other costs may be involved in ‘setting the
stage’ for self-assembly to emerge properly, rendering
iridescent-coloured feathers adaptive signals of individ-
ual quality. Whether this is the case or not remains to
be investigated, but our results provide clear predictions
as to where such costs are to be found. For example,
whether melanin production is costly or not is still
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hotly debated [62,63], but, if so, the large amount of
melanin needed for self-assembly, or pleiotropic effects
of melanin expression on other metabolic pathways
[64–66], may indeed create an energetic cost. Also, ker-
atinization is likely associated with the speed at which
the feather grows [34,38], potentially explaining pre-
viously reported associations between colour and
growth bar width [22,28]. The rate of feather keratiniza-
tion is strongly influenced by the initial amount and
concentration of keratin monomers [67], which in turn
is mostly limited by keratin gene transcription and
mRNA abundance [68]. Given that keratin gene
expression is regulated by various transcription factors
that are highly responsive to extracellular condition
and hormones [69], and keratinization itself is sensitive
to the pH of the cellular environment [67], this crucial
step in nanostructural organization is likely to be sensi-
tive to, and therefore indicative of, developmental
stressors and individual condition [70–72].

In summary, based on the timing and steps of the
organization of colour-producing nanostructures, our
evidence strongly opposes the suggestion that nanostruc-
tural organization results from active cellular processes,
instead pointing to the role of energy-minimizing
entropic interactions for achieving such patterns. The
differences between the development of male and female
barbules, outlined above, thoroughly fit with the expec-
tations under self-assembly through depletion attraction
interactions, and we therefore hypothesize this as a
mechanism for the development of iridescent feathers.
Our results are not only the first report on how melanin
granules organize in feather barbules to produce thin-
film iridescence, but also pioneer clear predictions as to
the mechanisms that might influence both the evolution
and diversification of iridescent colours, bringing a new
understanding to the role that such colours might play
in sexual selection and animal communication.
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